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Introduction

• Previously, we developed a neural network model called Cox-nnet to predict patient survival,
using transcriptomics data. Cox-nnet is an alternative to the conventional methods, such as Cox
proportional hazards (Cox-PH) methods with LASSO or ridge penalization, with comparable or
better performance.

• In this study, we extend Cox-nnet to take up pathological image features, and compare the pre-
dictive performance of Cox-nnet with Cox-PH

• Moreover, we propose a new type of two-stage Cox-nnet model, which combines the hidden
node features from multiple first-stage Cox-nnet models, and then use these combined features
as the input nodes to train a second-stage Cox-nnet model.

Datasets

• The histopathology images and associated clinical information are downloaded from The Can-
cer Genome Atlas (TCGA). A total of 384 liver tumor images are collected. Among them 322
samples are clearly identified with tumor regions by pathology inspection. Among these sam-
ples, 290 have gene expression RNA-Seq data, and thus are selected for pathology-gene expres-
sion integrated prognosis prediction.

• The gene expression RNA-Seq dataset is downloaded from TCGA. Features were normalized
into RPKM using the function ProcessRNASeqData by TCGA-Assembler

Tumor Image Pre-processing

• For each FFPE image stained with HE, the tumor regions are labelled by pathologists at Univer-
sity of Michigan. The tumor regions are then extracted using Aperio software ImageScope.

• Each extracted tumor region is divided into non-overlapping 1000 by 1000 pixel tiles. The den-
sity of each tile is computed as the summation of red, green and blue values, and 10 tiles with
the highest density are selected for further feature extraction.

• CellProfiler is used for feature extraction. Nuclei, cell body, and cytoplasm objects are first de-
tected. Then biological features are computed from the detected objects, by a series of feature
extraction modules. The summary statistics are calculated to aggregate features from object
level to image level.

Cox-nnet

• Cox-nnet is a fully connected, two-layer neural network model, with a hidden layer and an out-
put layer for cox regression.

• The drop-out method and ridge regularization are used to avoid overfitting.

• We used a hold-out method by randomly splitting the dataset to 80% training set and 20% test-
ing set. We used grid search and 5-fold cross-validation to optimise the hyper-parameters for the
deep learning model on the selected training set.

Comparing Cox-nnet with Cox-PH

• Two accuracy metrics are used to evaluate the performance of models in comparison: C-index
and log-rank p-values. The experiment is repeated 20 times and the average performance is ac-
cessed.

• C-index measures the fraction of all pairs of individuals whose predicted survival times are cor-
rectly ordered by the model. Higher C-index implies more accurate prognosis. As shown by the
boxplot, Cox-nnet has significantly (p<0.001) higher C-index than Cox-PH on pathology image
data.

• Log-rank p-value tests if the two Kaplan-Meier survival curves based on the survival risk-stratification
are significantly different. As shown by the Kaplan-Meier (KM) plots, the discrimination power
of Cox-nnet on patient survival difference is much better than Cox-PH model, using median PI
based survival risk stratification.

Two-stage Cox-nnet

• The two-stage Cox-nnet model has two phases, as indicated in the name.

• For the first stage, we construct two separate Cox-nnet models in parallel, one for the image data
and the other one for gene expression data. For each model, we optimize the hyper-parameters
using grid search under 5-fold cross-validation.

• In the second stage, we extract and combine the nodes of the hidden layer from each Cox-nnet
model as the new input features for a new Cox-nnet model. We construct and evaluate the sec-
ond stage Cox-nnet model with the same parameter-optimisation strategy as in the first-stage.

Comparing Two-stage Cox-nnet with PAGE-Net

• Two-stage Cox-nnet model is compared with other imaging and gene expression based progno-
sis models, such as PAGE-Net.

• PAGE-Net is a complex neural network model that has a convolutional neural network (CNN)
layer followed by pooling, and a genomics model involved in transformation of the gene layer to
pathway layer. The genomics neural network portion is followed by two hidden layers, the lat-
ter of which is combined with the image neural network model to predict Glioblastoma patient
survival.

• Two-stage Cox-nnet significantly outperforms PAGE-Net in terms of both C-index and Log-rank
P-value, though PAGE-Net uses more complex CNN.

Relationship between image and gene features

• We investigate the pairwise (Pearson) correlations between top histopathology features and top
gene expression features.

• As shown by the bipartite graph, top genes that are associated with top 10 histopathology fea-
tures include long intergenic non-protein coding RNA 1554 (LINC01554), MAP7 domain con-
taining 2 (MAP7D2), homeobox D9 (HOXD9), mucin 6 (MUC6), keratin 17 (KRT17) and ma-
trix metalloproteinase 7 (MMP7).

• Gene Set Enrichment (GSEA) analysis on top 1000 genes correlated to each image feature shows
that image feature correlated genes are significantly (false discovery rate, FDR<25% as recom-
mended) enriched in pathways-in-cancer (normalized enrichment score, NES=1.41, FDR=0.18)
and focal-adhesion (NES=1.22, FDR=0.21) pathways, which are upregulated in HCC patients
with poor prognosis.

Conclusions

• We extend Cox-nnet model, a neural-network based survival prediction method, on pathology
imaging and transcriptomics data, and demonstrate that Cox-nnet is more robust and accurate at
predicting survival, compared to the standard method Cox-PH.

• Moreover, we propose a new two-stage Cox-nnet model to integrate imaging and RNA-Seq
data, and showcase its superior accuracy on HCC patient survival prediction, compared to other
similar integrative methods (PAGE-Net).


